Economic crime imposes very costs to society and because of its complexity detection and prosecution in difficult. So required some prehensive criminal policy. This research try to Although the new penal Code adopted some strict against this crimes but we couldn't see a coherent policy against its;
INTRODUCTION
Economic is the beating pulse and the power of the community, so that every community may remain stable in terms of political relying on a powerful economic system. When economic corruption that is also known as white-collar crime occurs in the macro level it is a very dangerous threat to the general economy materials and it will undermine the stability and economic security and cause the huge damages on the body of economic system. Crime and corruption such as bribery, embezzlement, smuggling, money and banking crime, counterfeiting of currency and monetary instruments, money laundering and etc. welcome new forms, since such crimes are synchronized with technological developments and evolving industry fast, therefore the necessity of criminal law motion will get more prominent to keep pace with these developments. The criminal law should recognize economics corruption and define its constituent elements again. Most forms of administrative and economic corruption are new phenomena of our times. The reasons of their emergence are the development of industry, information technology, economic and trade relations and massive government intervention in the economy. The concept of economic crime has been discussed for at least a century and a half ago. However, a particular concept is taken of it according to the circumstances in each period. Economic crime, in the present concept was considered since the introduction of so-called "white collar criminals" by Sutherland an American criminologist in 1939. However, to achieve a single definition of economic crime has been associated with problems. According to Vito Tanzi, economic crime is an act which can be understood, but cannot be comprehend. In national and international legislation, economic crime is not clearly defined. But it has been sufficed to mention examples that are often agreed, such as money laundering, organized crime and corruption, soobvious features of economic crimes areconducted in organizing andforming these crimes.
The relationship between economic crime and corruption
Looking based on a criminal behavior, corruption has the most closely approximate to economic crime and the term economic corruption which is frequently used by researchers in the field of criminal law and the judicial system in recent years is due to the proximity of corruption and economic crime. Corruption is the use of legal status for the illegal advantages. This definition covers private sector and the public sector. In Black's Dictionary, corruption is considered as any behavior inconsistent with official duty or the rights of others which is taken place with the intent to obtain financial advantages. Magnusson mentioned some criteria such as commit motivation, standards, tools and instruments of crime for its A. Mozaffari et al. J Fundam Appl Sci. 2016, 8(2S) , 1595-1605 1597 accurate diagnosis of other crimes to assess the offender's criminal act without providing a definition of economic crime.
Criminal law approach to the economic corruption in terms of the form and content
Sometimes some laws even aimed at combating and dealing with economic crimes are the sources of economic corruption. Legislature cares to observe the correct principles of writing law at the time of adopting a law and expert attention to the practical aspects and its implications could prevent some abuses. In economic crimes discussions being regulated, being expressive, not being corrupt and availability of rules and regulations is extremely 
Sentencing the administrative and economic corruptors
Economic crime due to its characteristics (misuse of public funds, damage to public confidence about government activities and disrupt in the economic system) has many social obscenity and also it will directly destroy the government law in many cases, therefore the suppressive and severe punishment is preferred against these criminal action to have enough deterrent power and sufficient intimidation. In our criminal law, criminal response to economic crime covers a wide range of penalties.
Complementary penalties for economic crimes
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The supplementary punishments are some executive guaranties that exist on the main penalties or apply beside them. These sanction or executive guaranties are different. They have been reckoned in Islamic penal code and Article 23 of the supplementary and complementary punishment.
Dismissal of government and public services
Considering that administrative corruption is committed by civil servants and public institutions, therefore temporary or permanent dismissal of government and public services is another commoncomplementary penalty for the perpetrators of these crimes. Thus, although offenders are deprived from their jobs, which is a heavy punishment, they would be away from organization for the specified time or even forever and the possibility of repeating the economic crime will be derived from them. 
Employment and economic deprivations
Legislator in Article 23 of the Islamic Penal Code reckoned some deprivations as complementary or consequential punishment, which is the prohibition from employment, occupation, profession or certain work. In health promotion lawof office system and the fight against corruption that has been adopted in 1390, some employment and economic deprivations have been considered for economic criminals who commit corruption. They are kind of consequential punishments because of their necessity. Some of these deprivations in
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criminal law were scattered forecasted, but legislator coherently lists these deprivations and those who are subject to these deprivations for the first time. Some of these deprivations can be considered as administrative-disciplinary acts which are applicable just in the case of offenders who are dependent on the public and government agencies and those who are covered by the mentioned law.
The economic crime and corruption sentence and challenges that are caused by Article
of the Islamic Penal Code
In criminal policy of Iran, many economic crimes have been taken stringent security according to the doer intention against the state or a gang and the subject of crime changes to political and security figures from economic crime. In other words, economic crime that was offenses punishment at the beginning will change to Deserving Legal Punishment. The prevailing clue is that the economic crime was interpreted as corruption on earth and therefore it referred to Deserving Legal Punishment crimes. One of the most important of these punishments is death (hanging) which will be discussed about it in accordance with the provisions of the Islamic Penal Code. Various scattered rules that have been adopted in the field of economic crime are some instances of criminal activities in these fieldsthat are equivalent to corruption on earth which is punishable by death.
Collapse of economic crimes penalty
Lapse of time in Penal Matters is a time passing that from a legal point of view, after that period complaint declarations or prosecution and investigations of public fights and finally punishment would not be possible. As the Article 173 of the Code of Criminal Procedure adopted in1378 stated about lapse of time in Penal Matters: "In crimes that its legal punishment is a deterrent punishment or security measures and training, and the prosecution request has not been done from the date of the crime until the expiration of the deadline, or it has not been ended with sentencing from the date of the first prosecution to the expiration of deadlines, prosecution will be suspended". Following the adoption of this legal Article of the courts that which one of the criminal cases will be covered by this provision, incoherence of votes appeared and at least 6 votes about uniformity of treatment from the Supreme Court were issued between the years 1386 to 1387. However this article doesn't mention the economic crimes and just legal sanctions, limits and diya have been excluded from lapse of time.
CONCLUSION
This study was intended to investigate Iran's penal policy to deal with administrative and economic corruption and in this regard, it has a greater emphasis on the criminal provisions hoarders, etc. that legislators has used "major", "macro" without giving a criteria or a definition of these terms and has applied specific provisions on the perpetrators of such crimes. So the criterion of being major or macro is having theme crime more than one billion riyals. A major drawback of this interpretation is that if it was to the detriment of the accused, is would not be acceptable because it's a relaxed interpretation.
3. The Islamic Penal Code legislator has tried to guarantee that the finality and certainty of penalty for medium and major economic crimes on offenders is a deterrent solution, therefore he was strict on some punishment exemption and reduction 
